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Abstract. Microsoft adCenter is the third largest Search advertising platform in
the United States behind Google and Yahoo, and services about 10% of US
traffic. At this scale of traffic approximately 1 billion events per hour, amounting to $2.3 billion ad dollars annually, need to be scored to determine if it is
fraudulent or bot-generated [46], [51], [58]. In order to accomplish this,
adCenter has developed arguably one of the largest data mining systems in the
world to score traffic quality, and has employed them successfully over five
years. The current paper describes the unique challenges posed by data mining
at massive scale, the design choices and rationale behind the technologies to
address the problem, and shows some examples and some quantitative results
on the effectiveness of the system in combating click fraud.
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What is Click Fraud?

Pay Per Click (PPC) auctions are a significant engine for the online advertising economy. They have taken Google from a revenue-less start-up company to a giant making $37 billion per year [18]. They show remarkable properties including high relevance [26], [27] and high conversion rates as keywords are typed by a user actively
searching for the advertised product [30].
Unfortunately Pay Per Click has an Achilles Heel. Click fraud is the term used to
describe artificial clicks generated on advertisements to either create direct or indirect
financial gain from the pay per click payouts [36]. Click Fraud strikes at the heart of
Pay Per Click’s economic model. Advertisers pay for clicks that don’t convert, leading them to need to lower bids. Ad networks generate reduced ROI, resulting in fewer
advertisers, and innocent publishers receive lower payouts because of revenue being
diverted to cheaters [31], [47], [48], [49], [50]. Click fraud is an area which requires
significant investments in detection technology and a constant arms race with attack-

ers in order to ensure that the economics of Pay Per Click work to provide value for
advertisers, users and publishers [17], [19], [20], [21], [22], [41].
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Examples of Click Fraud Attacks

A wide range of Click Fraud attacks have been documented in the literature [2], [7],
[9], [11], [16], [25], [38], [39], [40], [42], [53], [57].
One of the earliest was a human clicking operation that was uncovered and sued by
Google in 2004. Auctions Experts Limited had used 12 employees to click on ads
[57].
Leyden, J. [39] reported on a 115 computer click botnet that was designed to execute a low frequency click fraud attack. The controller of the botnet used a Graphical
User Interface to manage its slave computers. Each slave computer was configured to
click no more than 15 times per day and target specific paid listings.
A much larger scale botnet was uncovered by Panda Labs [9]. ClickBotA was a
100,000 computer botnet designed to execute another sophisticated, low frequency
click fraud attack. Machines were infected by downloading a popular screensaver.
Infected machines randomly queried a lexicon from a MySQL database, and fired
these against the search engine. The infected machine then selected a listing from the
ad-results and asked its Central BotNet Controller whether it “canClick”? If the Central BotNet Controller counted less than 20 clicks against that ad-link in the day, then
it responded that it could click.
At Microsoft we filed a law suit against Eric Lam and Supercontinental LLC for
their alleged activities running the WOW Botnet [42]. The WOW Botnet executed a
click fraud attack across hundreds of thousands of IPs. However in this case the intent
wasn’t to directly generate revenue from the clicks, but to actually target advertisers.
The objective was to deplete the budget of advertisers, eliminating them from the
auction, and allowing the attacker – who was actually an advertiser on the same keywords – to monetize high quality human traffic.
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Overview Of Paper

In this paper we will discuss the unique data mining systems needed for combating
this major problem at one of the largest companies in the world [33], [34], [41]. Because click fraud is an area with real financial implications and adversaries trying to
attack the system – some of whom may be reading this paper - we will not be able to
discuss the specific algorithms and signatures being used to successively combat
fraud. We will instead focus on the unique technology needed to operate at massive
scale, and what we have learned over five years in this challenging data mining problem. The lessons that we learned developing this system should be helpful at other
very large-scale data mining initiatives, particularly those that are searching for rare
events and facing adversarial attackers.
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Why Click Fraud Detection Is Hard

Click Fraud is an adversarial detection problem [12]. Attackers exploit sophisticated
methods to cloak their activities including mimicking human behavior and sometimes
hijacking legitimate human traffic. They also evolve – after deploying countermeasures, we’ve watched as different strains start appearing and attempt to break through.
The challenges of the click fraud detection problem can be summarized as (a)
Throughput requirements, (b) Rapidity of model updates needed to combat attackers,
(c) Low frequency nature of attacks (d) User anonymity, (e) Programmability of attacks, (f) Accuracy requirements, and (g) the need to detect and eliminate the effects
of fraud within milliseconds.
At the current scale of traffic serviced by Microsoft, approximately 1 billion events
per hour need to be scored to determine if it is fraudulent or bot-generated. To provide
a sense for scale, this is 300 times more events than US credit card transactions [8].
Similarly the variables in the online space are massive. There are 4 billion possible
Internet Protocol (IP) v4 addresses and, as IP v6 is adopted, there will be 3x1038 IP
v6s [14]. adCenter currently detects over half a million IPs per hour. Looking for
combinations of IP behavior against thousands of publishers and millions of keywords
creates major computational challenges.
This enormous scale is in stark contrast to the number of fraudulent events. Often
these events are spread across large numbers of IPs. For example ClickBotA was
configured to click fewer than 20 times per IP [9] and PandaLabs which was configured to click less than 15 times per IP [39]. Low frequency attacks are designed to
blend in with statistical noise to avoid detection.
Ad Networks also need to intercept and contain attacks in real-time. This is necessary to prevent disruption to the economics of the auction including depletion attacks
[7], [50], [32] and ad clickthrough rate prediction spoofing [48]. This creates enormous challenges for computational infrastructure and informs the architecture that
needs to be fielded.
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Filtration System Principles

5.1

Lossless Processing

There are many hard lessons learned in the development of our traffic quality systems
and we believe that these could help inform how other attacker detection systems
might be effectively designed.
In 2006 adCenter’s filtration system was set up to filter traffic by physically discarding records as soon as they underwent certain quality tests. There were a series of
these “stages” since different information was available at different points in processing. The intuition behind this was that “if the traffic is bad why bother spending
CPU cycles to process it?”
However because records were being dropped it meant that the number of records
coming out from processing was significantly less than the number of records going

in. This led to repeated executive escalations due to the concern that adCenter may be
dropping traffic. Each of these escalations required a detailed, manual investigation to
resolve.
When we re-platformed the system in 2007, we ensured that the new design would
be non-lossy – every impression, click and conversion would be processed by our
systems so that we could see filtered and unfiltered data [41]. A useful analogy is to
think of this like a “Conservation Law for Clicks”. Clicks would be neither created
nor destroyed, however could be “transformed” from one classification to another
[37]. There are rare circumstances in which traffic may need to be dropped due to a
denial of service attack, however we will discuss later that a lighter-weight component is designed for looking for this and we maintain a minimal rate of sampling in
order to continue to evaluate the traffic when drastic action is necessary.
5.2

Rapid Update Capabilities

Drops in early stage processes led to another undesirable phenomenon. Because logic
was scattered across different systems, it became difficult to update the filtration logic. Simulating the system also required changes to multiple systems, making testing
difficult.
adCenter’s filtration logic is now isolated in a single, centralized filtration decision
point called the Minerva Module. Filtration decisions are then fed to all downstream
systems. This facilitates maintenance, troubleshooting, and rapid updates to the filtration logic.
Rigorous test and deployment systems have been created around this one module
so that the model can be rapidly updated. Because of the ability to completely test this
component, hotfix model updates can be deployed to production when needed. The
centralized architecture has dramatically increased our speed in responding to attacks.
5.3

Rules Representation

It is well-known that a variety of machine learning algorithms could be used to solve
a particular classification problem. However what is not as widely known, is the impact of different algorithms on daily operations. For example, one of adCenter’s early
systems utilized Naïve Bayes to predict clickthrough rate on keywords. This seemed
like a good idea, but led to a global model with hundreds of thousands of weights.
When inevitable issues with bad ad selections emerged, there were many possible
causes and it was difficult to isolate the problems and fix them. In designing the filtration system, we intentionally chose a rules representation. Rules have a number of
advantages for large-scale fraud detection:
Every filtration decision has a reason. Every rule can be identified with a ruleID.
When the rule fires, the model outcome (eg. filter / don’t filter) as well as the ruleID
that fired, can then both be output for reporting.
Bad rules can be discretely identified. It is possible to report on each ruleID that
fired along with that rule’s accuracy in identifying bot traffic. As a result, every rule

can be clearly measured. Rules that are performing poorly can be easily removed
without upsetting the rest of the model.
Machine-induced and Human Expert rules both supported seamlessly. Rules can of
course be induced using a variety of induction techniques including decision trees.
Decisions are auditable. By recording the reason for a traffic classification, it also
becomes possible to easily audit the system. In the IAB / MRC audit it is possible to
verify that the system is filtering traffic for the reasons that we expect [21], [22], [41].
Ease of troubleshooting. In addition, if a publisher’s traffic is being filtered – perhaps inappropriately – the exact rule which fired is recorded. This makes it possible to
rapidly debug any issues with the filtration system.
Ease of interpretation. When we do find cases where publishers are pereptarating
fraud, being able to see the rules that are detecting them helps greatly in understanding the kind of exploit that they are using.
Updatability. Because the rules are understandable and discrete, it is very easy and
fast to update rules. There are no global interactions that need to be considered.
Ease of integrating findings from other teams. One of the really nice features of
rules is that they allow researchers, investigators, and others to develop rules or discover methods for detecting attacks which can then be simply plugged in. We solicited rules from a variety of fraud teams including our investigation team, and promised
to name the rules they developed after their inventor. Each person who came up with
rules could track their rule’s revenue impact and fraud detection performance, and
they could try to lead in detecting attackers.
5.4

Rule Bitmaps (“Multiple Rules”)

As is true of other rules based systems, multiple rules may trigger for a given input.
For example, both an IP blacklist and bot detection rule may trigger. When this occurs
it is typical in Expert Systems literature for a conflict resolution algorithm to determine the winning rule which should fire [3].
Because of the selection algorithm, some rules may be “shadowed” by other rules
which tend to trigger with a higher priority – for example the IP blacklist may have
higher priority than the bot detection rule. When this happens it can cause problems
for measuring rule quality, since the bot detection rule may “appear” to be performing
poorly, however this is because of other rules which are “taking credit” for the traffic.
Without the ability to accurately measure the performance of each rule, it is possible
to inappropriately remove “poor performing” rules without awareness of the value of
the rule or its interactions.
adCenter’s approach to this problem is to both create a single “winning” rule for
basic reporting purposes, as well as to record every rule which was triggered for detailed analysis with full awareness of rule interactions.
adCenter achieves this by creating a bitmap output for each record. Each bit position on the bitmap corresponds to a rule. For example the following bit representation
01000101 means that rules 1, 3, and 7 all triggered. The unique number for this configuration of rules is 69. An example of a bitmap translated into human-readable format is below, showing that 5 rules triggered for a particular input is below.

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;RULEA1;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;RULEC2;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;RULED1;;;RULEA2;DUP;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;
The bit position doubles as the rule priority number, with lower bits having higher
priority. In the example above, the bit priority means that rule 1 actually is the “winning” rule. In the example above “DUP” is recorded as the “winning” rule for basic
OLAP Cube reporting, and this is what is presented to Business users.
Bitmaps allow rule performance to be calculated without overlap from other rules.
They also allow the construction of any new model using existing rules. Let’s say that
we have tested a model, and found that two of the rules appear to be “malfunctioning”. We would like to promote the model to production, but without the problematic
rules. Unfortunately, there could be unanticipated overlap effects – when the two
rules are removed, other existing rules may suddenly soak up the same traffic. Using
bitmap it is possible to calculate a new model using any configuration of existing
rules – just using the rule output that we have generated from the production system
and without having to re-process any data through the new model. The desired rule
configuration simply needs to be chosen, and then the rules that are being de-activated
simply “zeroed out” from the bitmap. Next the records can be aggregated based on
any bit having triggered, resulting in the new filtration performance. Thus we have a
“soft simulation” that we can produce for business users that has absolutely perfect
fidelity with the production system had we altered the rule mix in code.
5.5

Model Flighting (“Multiple Models”)

adCenter Filtration Models (the logic governing filtration) are “flighted”. This is done
by executing multiple parallel “Candidate” models all at the same time as the Deployment algorithm is running. Each of the models then outputs its filtration results
including rule reason for its decision, and these parallel assessments are passed downstream for reporting.
Flighting algorithms in this way makes it possible to explicitly score one filtration
model as better than another, and also makes it possible to examine the impact of
filtration as opposed to no filtration. For instance, it is possible to compare the true
positive and false positive rates of two different algorithms.
Creating the parallel candidate models has also proven one of the key methods for
being able to rapidly deploy model updates in a safe manner and observe them before
“promoting” them to production. A final benefit is the potential of using the simultaneously evaluating models to actively execute genetic optimization of rules using
each flighted model as an instance of the population.

5.6

Redundant Keys (“Multiple Keys”)

We have sometimes been asked “what is the definition of a user in the system?” In
general the problem with creating a single user key is that it is possible to defeat any
such definition.
Combinations of keys or information also can fall victim to fraudulent attackers.
For example, the fraudster may generate random strings for their useragent, and approach similar to “cache busting” but designed to bust statistical models. In such a
simple approach, any key built off useragent string and IP address would fail [14]. As
a result effective identification of users can only be possible by deploying multiple
redundant definitions of the user, and ensuring that the detection system is capable of
looking for suspicious behavior at many levels and across many variables.
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Architecture

6.1

Overview

Microsoft’s filtration system has been developed to meet the incredible challenges
outlined in the previous section. A schematic of the system is shown in Fig. 7. The
system entails both real-time components as well as offline systems operating near
real-time.
The process starts when a user visits a publisher site (1), and their browser executes a HTTP request that calls to adCenter for ads (2). This sends a request to the
adCenter delivery engine (3). Within 2 milliseconds that request is sent to the
ARTEMIS (adCenter Real-Time Extendible Model Impression Scoring) real-time
scoring system (4) which determines billability in real-time (Filtration) as well as
calculating any price adjustments that are needed (Smartpricing [52]) (5). ARTEMIS
is also capable of supporting advertiser-controlled real-time bidding based on traffic
quality as proposed in [33], and can also send instructions back to reduce the Delivery
Engine’s level of service specifically to that traffic if the system is under significant
attack.
Assuming typical traffic quality, the adCenter Delivery Engine proceeds to hold its
auction and return a set of ads to the user (7).
One might think that if traffic is known to be fraudulent, then ads should stop being
served back. In fact this is almost never done. The reason is because if the Ad Server
changes its behavior and stops serving ads, then attackers can use this behavior as a
kind of training signal for rapid training of their attacking programs. By continuing to
serve back traffic, it both allows more data to be collected about the attacker, and also
impairs the ability of attackers to probe the filtration system. In Email Spam attackers
also set up accounts in order to test spam attacks, and the same techniques are used in
click fraud [12].
After the ads are served back, the ads can be improperly copied, pasted, and so on
since fundamentally they are HTML. Because of this the adCenter click link is encrypted and contains information about where the ad was served, and the originating
request [41].

When a user clicks on those ads (8) they are redirected through the adCenter redirection server (9). This server unencrypts the link payload and records the click (10)
and sends the user to their ultimate advertiser landing page. If the user then purchases
a product they may execute a conversion script (11) which calls back to an adCenter
server which logs the conversion event.
The click, impression, and conversion events are recorded in weblogs. These are
loaded in batch fashion within the hour for processing by the Minerva offline filtration system (12). Minerva (MINing and Retroactive Analysis) is a very large, 1,000
machine grid, that is designed to be non-lossy and develop the most complete picture
possible of the impression, click or conversion event, the events leading up to it, and
whether it is billable. In order to preserve the dynamics of the auction, Minerva respects all non-billable decisions made by ARTEMIS, and will itself only re-classify
from billable to non-billable [33], but is able to bring significantly more resources to
bear on traffic quality and is the final decision-maker for the system. Minerva renders
the final decision on billability and flows to all downstream reporting systems so that
advertiser reports (13), publisher reports (14), and internal reports (15) all show filtered data. As a result of this architecture, within milliseconds attacks are detectable
using ARTEMIS, and after just a little over an hour after an impression and click was
recorded, the advertiser is able to see “final” billing results.
A variety of other systems are also important for detection purposes and are used
near real-time.
The Fraud workbench (16) allows human Fraud Ops team to review customers and
disable their accounts. It also includes an automated machine learning module which
runs every hour and creates a probability of fraud which is then provided to the human Fraud Ops team. If the customer is new and the probability is high enough, the
account will be paused for a specified number of hours to allow the human Fraud
team time to review the customer account. The Fraud workbench is designed in a
similar fashion to the very large-scale click filtration system in that it is rules based
and each decision is made visible to the Fraud Ops team. The Fraud Ops team can in
turn decide to initiate action against a suspected fraudster.
adCenter’s Blacklist Capture System (17) (described in [41]) was developed to pull
in 3rd party IP data to help assess whether these IPs are legitimate and billable. The
system is currently operational and pulling lists every 15 minutes.
adCenter deploys crawlers (18) to publisher sites to analyze their content and operation and compare against data collected in the course of serving ads. These crawlers
analyze everything from site keywords, to looking for deceptive practices and links to
other known fraudsters.
Bot instrumentation (20) is technology described in the adCenter Description of
Method [41] and provides telemetry for the detailed investigation of traffic sources.
Packet sniffers (21) (internally known as “MH logs”) are also described in the
adCenter Description of Method [41] are special weblogs that sample 100% of the
HTTP protocol headers in the request received by adCenter. This allows for extremely
deep analysis into the origin of the traffic as well as the likelihood of it being produced by automated processes. Packet sniffers operate automatically to collect de-

tailed information on a sample of traffic, and can also be configured to collect all
records from particular data sources.

7

Metrics

There are two major ways to define traffic quality (a) true-positive, false-positive,
detection rates of confirmed fraudsters, and (b) overall traffic quality metrics that
encompass a lot of information about the traffic. adCenter utilizes both approaches.
7.1

Case Base

adCenter is fortunate to be able to collect confirmed fraudulent cases because of the
its highly expert and dedicated investigation team. Approximately 40 traffic quality
investigation tickets per month are collected. These cases are saved into a “case base”
which is literally a copy of logs, but where they are known to be generated by a particular bot. Historical logs with these known tags can then be replayed against the
filtration system to see if it detects the known attack.
7.2

Traffic Quality Metrics

We also define Q1 and Q2 metrics which each measure “value per click” compared to
typical traffic where 1.0 indicates standard traffic, and values greater than 1.0 indicate
less valuable traffic. These metrics do not attempt to measure fraud per se, but instead
measure the traffic quality or marketplace health for advertisers on the system.

8

Detection Techniques

The rules used for detection fall into 7 major categories described below:
8.1

Bot Signatures

Every week the engineering team reviews with the support team to look at new
types of attacks. The behavior of these attacks is analyzed, and if necessary new rules
are developed to combat them. The key is to store literally the electronic format data
that the system would have processed, but to separately have a case label for these
records. It is then possible to replay the traffic through the system and determine its
effectiveness in detecting the historical attack.
8.2

Distribution Tests

Daswani et.al. [10] describe detection in which an expected distribution is compared
against an actual distribution. To the degree to which the distributions diverge, the
traffic may be artificially generated.

8.3

Scale families and reference curves

We often get questions about how we handle proxy IPs. These are IPs such as AOL or
Mobile carrier IPs which service a large amount of traffic. Might not we filter an awful lot of good traffic if we are applying our basic frequency caps and other rules?
The basic approach for handling these IPs is to create a family of versions of a rule
but at different scale. For example, say that we have a rule BOT1 which is working
very well to identify traffic with less than 20 clicks. We can create another version of
this rule that works at 200 clicks, 2000 clicks, and 20,000 clicks. At these levels of
scale the anomaly or signature that is being detected is usually much more subtle and
so it doesn’t need to register comparatively very high, however with the large number
of clicks it is statistically significant. The end result is a family of rules eg. BOT1A..BOT1-E that are designed to operate at different levels of scale, and which naturally handle proxy IPs as well as other large sources of traffic.
The “scale family” is a discretized version of a significance test which takes into
account the number of observations when determining whether a variable is statistically significant / significantly different from the norm.
8.4

Traps

Traps are special tests designed to identify bot activity. These generally utilize “active” methods outlined by Daswani et. al. [10].
8.5

Extremata

Extramata are rules designed to identify and remove extreme behavior [4], [5]. In
general trying to identify the unusual extremes can help to remove activity that is not
typical of focused human browsing behavior as well as pre-emptively “protecting” the
system from robotic behavior that has yet to be encountered. In general many
extremata can be pre-loaded into the system to catch highly anomalous conditions.
8.6

Key families

In order to be effective, fraudsters need to camouflage their attack perfectly in multiple dimensions. This leads to an important strategy for success. Detection should not
just use one or two criteria. It should use as many as possible.
In practice often an effective rule can be developed that looks for activity from an
attribute of interest such as an IP. Similar rules can often be developed which look for
the same kind of unusual behavior coming a different levels of aggregation from other
attributes – such as publisher, advertiser and so on. We call these key families. Therefore even if an attacker cloaks some of their activity they are unlikely to remain hidden in every dimension and the redundant key family rules will tend to detect them.

8.7

Machine-induced decision trees

The final kind of rule is of course the machine learning induced rule. adCenter currently uses a C4.5-like induction method described in [29]. Although these rules are
effective, they are less interpretable and are used more in cases where traffic quality is
being assessed rather than specific bot signatures.

9

Results

Microsoft adCenter’s filtration system has been in operation for over 5 years. In this
time the systems have been steadily improved and enhanced.
9.1

Automated Detection Performance

We can summarize the overall performance of the system by looking at filtration
rates. These provide some information on how much traffic is being automatically
flagged. We would expect that fraudsters should show higher filtration rates, although
it is also true that high filtration rate does not necessarily imply fraudulent activity.
There are some cases in which advertisements may have been placed improperly attracting lots of accidental clicks for example.
Fig. 1 shows the filtration rate ratio for fraudulent publishers versus non-fraudulent
over the same time period. This shows clearly that fraudulent publishers are being
filtered more aggressively.
Fig. 2 shows that fraudsters are shifted in terms of their filtration rate with a mode
that is 1.8x normal. Table 2 shows if the publisher is a fraudster, then they are likely
to be filtered at a rate that is 1.49x higher than normals, with the 10th and 90th percentiles ranging between 0.9x and 1.94x. The difference in distribution of filtration
rates between fraud and non-fraud is statistically significant with p<0.01 under Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test.
What do fraudulent publishers look like? Although we cannot go into details, we
can show what happened during some of those releases. Fig. 3 shows the days leading
up to, and just after, one of our model updates. Four fraudulent publishers suddenly
had their filtration rates go to 100%. The investigation team was alerted to these cases
because of the high filtration rate, and proactively investigated them to determine the
cause of the filtration. They confirmed that this was indeed fraudulent activity, and
the rules that were triggered were some specifically geared to particular bots. The
support team tried to reach out to these publishers but found that their accounts had
been abandoned, and the publishers stopped requesting traffic less than a week after
their filtration went to 100%.
9.2

Click Fraud Investigation Team

Table 3 shows reasons for fraudulent account take-downs provided by the human
support team, as well as the true positive rate for those reasons. True positives are

finalized only after sometimes lengthy investigations in which the investigation team
is able to determine whether a customer is engaging in fraud or is not.
Most of the fraudulent revenue identified and remitted by the investigation team
was found after seeing a high invalid click rate (61%). The true positive rate for investigations triggered by high invalid click rate is also around 75%, which makes it
the top performing detection category given the volume of fraudulent activity being
removed. In addition, the high quality of automated detection has not only improved
the fraud team’s accuracy and speed of detection, but has also freed it up to spend
more time conducting deep investigations.
9.3

Traffic Quality

Although the effectiveness in detecting known fraudsters is promising, it remains
to be seen what is the overall effect on the advertiser in their day-to-day advertising?
We can measure traffic quality using our Q1 and Q2 metrics that we introduced earlier.
Table 1 shows traffic quality for major classes of rules used in adCenter. Known
bots clearly have very bad traffic (eg. Q2=1,773). A range of other rules are also
shown, some of which may not necessarily be fraudulent, but for which the business
has decided not to bill such as Defective traffic (which is actually a little better than
the norm at Q2=0.9; so is likely human traffic, but for which we can’t bill due to errors in the click request or out-of-date account information). Interestingly, the IAB
Robots and Spiders List [63] – which represents a commendable industry effort to
track and catalog bots for companies to implement industry standard filtration - produces only 0.02% and 0.04% additional filtration in our system (Q2=3.3 and 2.4).
Fig. 4 shows traffic quality for filtered traffic as well as kept traffic. The filtered
traffic undergoes massive spikes in the Q2 measure, from being consistently about 5x
worse than billable traffic to sometimes as high as 50x. In addition, the irregularity of
the traffic shows that this traffic would be extremely disruptive for advertisers that
expect a consistent standard of traffic and value. The kept traffic line (Fig. 5), in contrast, is extremely stable. Indeed, the metric has shifted by only a few percent over the
period. This shows that adCenter is delivering good value to advertisers, protecting
them from bad traffic, and is maintaining consistent value over a long period of time.
Fig. 6 (bottom right subplot) shows post-filtration, billable clicks, which is the
same data that are reported throughout Microsoft, sent to Advertisers on their billing
reports, reported to Publishers, and so on. The constituent bot traces, artificial level
changes and spikes are gone, leaving a human-looking profile. By removing the bot
activity and leaving in place a clean, human timeseries, Microsoft is better able to
assess the performance of its online services, as well as ensuring that machine learning systems throughout the platform are learning on human data, allowing adCenter to
work to maximize user search relevance, advertiser performance and publisher value
[59].

10

Conclusion

Click Fraud is a major challenge for online advertising. Effective execution requires constant investment and development. We have discussed the design of Microsoft’s click filtration systems, and the choices that were needed to operate at massive scale, and to detect sophisticated adversarial attackers. We believe that the design
that we have developed – including real-time and near-real-time components, rapid
update capabilities, and so on – should translate well to other large-scale fraud detection domains.
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Fig. 3. Filtration rates for four fraudulent publishers. After a rule update their filtration rates
went to 100%. The time-axis shows days leading up to a model update and following the model
update.

Table 1. adCenter Rule Categories and Q1 and Q2 traffic quality metrics.

Category
Billable
Double click
Known bot
Staleness
User freq cap
Suspicious
Bad proxy
Business non-billable
Refractory
Outlier
Defective
IAB Browser list

% clicks
82.63%
6.48%
2.47%
2.13%
1.92%
1.92%
1.08%
0.70%
0.35%
0.15%
0.12%
0.04%

Q1
1.0
1.9
937.8
2.4
7.2
2.5
84.3
1.6
3.1
3.2
1.3
2.8

Q2
1.0
1.8
1,773.6
3.5
12.7
3.3
71.2
1.8
1.9
4.2
0.9
3.3

IAB Robots and Spiders

0.02%

1.7

2.4

Table 2. Filtration Rate for Fraudulent vs Non-Fraudulent Publisher (1.0 = Average for
Population)

Filtration Rate
(ratio vs Population)
Mean
Variance
90th pctl
10th pctl

Fraudulent
Publisher
1.4942
0.1456
1.9404
0.9038

Normal
Publisher
1.0000
0.0479
1.2794
0.8508

Table 3. Click Quality Investigations Team Reason for Investigation and True Positive Rate

% of true
fraud
revenue
detected
61.09%
18.85%
9.88%
8.79%
1.09%
0.29%

TP Rate %
(accounts)

Reason

75%
50%
63%
75%
50%
33%

High Invalid Click Rate
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

50
45
40
35

Q2

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Q2 kept

Q2 filtered

Fig. 4. Q2 statistic for filtered (upper irregular line) versus kept traffic (lower line). The upper
line has Q2 rates ranging from 5 to over 50. This activity is variable because of ongoing fraud
and bot activity. The lower line which is billed traffic is extremely stable. adCenter is filtering
out the activity in the upper line and trying to maintain good performance for advertisers.
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3.0

2.0
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Fig. 5. Close-up of the Q2 timeseries for kept traffic. The filtration system helps to ensure that
the metric varies by only a few percent from its average value across six months of campaigns,
despite rampant click fraud attacks that are underway.
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Fig. 6. 60 day timeseries for 4 rules. The first three are all discrete rules designed to look for
bot activity. The top left is a clearly robotic process that runs at different levels of aggressiveness. The top right is a burst attack that was observed at day 31 and then disappeared. The
bottom left shows continuous attack activity. The final graph on the bottom right shows the
post-filtration timeseries. By removing the bot activity and leaving in place a clean, human
timeseries, Microsoft is better able to optimize its ad engine for users, advertisers and publishers.
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